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Time flies … winter 2006 seems like yesterday … I still can feel my fear of getting frozen in the first 
winter of my life. But my intuition about discovering the secret of warmth on ice is much stronger than 
my fear. Nothing I could do but keeping my anxiety deep in my heart and believing that a warm 
sunshine would come to melt the hard ice that freezed everything.  

This journey is a big decision in my life, but I have faith that this must be a worthy adventure that 
would not only transform my thought into a broader way of thinking, but also become a precious 
voyage to find and understand myself, a mysterious creature whom needs to be challenged.  

Prof. dr. ir. G. J. Verkerke, a very special person who welcomes me to this country has put his best 
efforts to challenge me. Bart’s low profile, patience, and sense of humour have broken my jumpiness in 
facing every single trouble that resisted my ease feeling. His positive thinking and consistency in running 
the plans have been a good example for me to envision everything as a nice thing instead of seeing it as a 
forceful obligatory. His wisdom and openness has also taught me to focus on finding the best solution 
out of the mistakes I made. His presence everytime I need has impressed me that he is not only my great 
teacher, but also a very good friend of mine. Additionally, my deep appreciation is presented to Bart and 
his family for always making me feel home. I never forget that Erika cooks my favorite Indonesian dish 
and names the dish with my name. I am indebted to Bart for allowing me to learn a lot from him these 
years.  

Dr. M. H. F. Wilkinson, an important person who brought me into a new insight in image processing, 
Mathematical Morphology. Even it took me some time to understand Michael’s ideas, I finally found 
my way after creating a mountain of papers. It is indeed a tough work, but it will be tougher without 
Michael’s helpful lectures with a bunch of formulas everytime I visit Bernoulliborg. However, it is never 
boring. His story and pictures about stargazing have been a kind of relaxation parameter for me. 
Moreover, I am honoured to have the chance to taste a cup of classical British tea that he made during 
complicated discussions. I am grateful to Michael for his challenge to work on this exciting subject. I am 
also thankful for his kindness to correct my English on my articles in the middle of his busy time.  

Prof. dr. A. G. Veldhuizen, the main person behind the scoliosis topic. My clinical study would never be 
possible without his help as a spine expert. Although it was not easy to set up the experiments in the 
beginning, I found it interesting to deal with patients, especially with my Dutch language limitation. I 
express my gratitude to Prof. Veldhuizen for his clinical advices, helps in working with the orthopedic 
outpatient clinic, and cooperation to provide medical information.  

Prof. dr. ir. T. L. E. R. Mengko, a wonderful person who always motivates me to keep going no matter 
how I perform. Just like to her other students, ibu Tati’s attention to me has always made me feel 
special. I deeply appreciate her big efforts on realizing my PhD 5 years a go. For me, ibu Tati is not only 
a teacher, but she is also a great mother for every student she meets. My sincere thanks to Ibu Tati 
would never be enough for everything she has made to me.  

I would like to thank the members of the reading committee, Prof. dr. ir. C. H. Slump, Prof. dr. R. L. 
Diercks, and Prof. dr. G. Rakhorst for their time and remarks on my thesis.  

My deep gratitude is presented to Prof. dr. N. M. Maurits. My 3DUS and clinical studies will never be 
realized without her enormous efforts and supports. Her big smile that she always shows everytime she 
helped me has enlightened my heavy feeling on solving experimental problems. Honestly, I felt 
comforted with her presence during my experiments. I do also appreciate her valuable critisism on my 
articles and support on guiding me during the METc application process.  

I am thankful to drs. J. G. M. Burgerhof, M.Sc for his hard works on medical statistic analysis for my 
articles. I am amazed with how Hans explained about complicated statistical cases in a very clear and 
simple way. I am lucky that I have a big help from him.  

My thanks is also for Dr. P. M. A. van Ooijen. I feel that I always have a solution everytime I come to 
Peter with a box of problems. His exceptional ideas are always like fresh from the oven. I think I should 
learn how to generate great ideas from Peter.  

I am thankful to Prof. dr. G. Rakhorst, head of artificial organ section during my study. His attention 
about my family has impressed me. Not only that, his critical concerns on my experiment with porcine 
have given me a lesson about animal study, although it was terminated at last.  

My gratitude is to Dr. Jaap Lubbers and Aaltje. Jaap’s involvement in my research has helped me in 
establishing the clinical study. However, my meshy preparation sometimes has made him work hard for 
me. I am sorry for not being a good student.  



I also express my thanks to Dr. J. H. van der Hoeven for his permission to access and use the 3DUS 
machine in Neurology Department. I am also lucky that I got a lot of help and friendly guidance from 
Marijke, Miranda, Elsa, and many others during my experiment with 3DUS machine. I then thank Dr. 
Iris Busscher for her helps in the preservation process of my porcine in the anatomy lab and the use of 
the EOS software. Helps from people in administration of Orthopedic clinic with data collection and 
schedule arrangement for my clinical study also are very much appreciated. I am also thankful to Jan 
Visscher, Peter Kappert, and Wim Tukker of Radiology Department for their support on radiological 
data acquisition and experiments in the initial phase of my PhD study. My thanks to Edsko Hekman of 
Biomedical Technology, Universiteit Twente, for the cooperation in posture reproducibility study.  

My deep gratitude to Prof. dr. H. J. Busscher, head of Department of BioMedical Engineering during 
my study, and Prof. dr. H. C. van der Mei, current head of the department. Knowing them reminds me 
about a visit to Indonesia 9 years a go that I picked them up from Jakarta to Bandung. My interaction 
with this department was then started with my visit for Summer School on BioMedical Engineering 
2003 with support from this department. From this event I know about Groningen, a nice city in the 
north, the place where I promised to myself to come again for a longer stay, and it happened finally.  

My appreciation to Dr. T. R. Koiter and Gre for their attention and hospitality. I like Tjar’s critisisms 
and discussions everytime he comes to our room while sharing his cookies. His enquiries about my 
religion, family, life, or even non-serious matters have enriched my thought and brought me into a 
deeper concern about those things.  

I am grateful to W. T. J. Kloppenburg for arranging my financial matters during this PhD study. I am 
also happy to thank Ina, Ellen, Ingrid, Willy, Priscilla, and Ellen for their outstanding helps on 
administration matters.  

I am thankful to E. D. de Jong, the most wanted person in this department. As always, Ed’s technical 
supports were such a tension release to continue working after getting stucked with computer problems. 
I feel that my big thanks is even still smaller than his huge helps for me. I appreciate so much for his 
design on my Pinocchio shoulder holder for my patients. Even now, I cannot imagine how he made it 
and brought this bike-sized Pinocchio to the office by bike. Five thumbs up ! 

I thank all colleagues and staffs of Department of BioMedical Engineering. Thank you for nice 
moments we shared together, ranging from the coffee break (and of course with the cookies and cake 
time !), labuitje, lunch meeting time, being my healthy volunteers, … to the more serious event, the 
Schiermonnikoog conference.  

This study would not be possible without financial support from Faculty for the Future, Schlumberger 
Foundation. I especially express my gratitude to Mrs. Johana Dunlop, the manager during my grant 
period, for her personal attention that made us close to her. I also thank all staffs of the foundation. It is 
an honour for me to be a part of this foundation, a place where young scientist women from many 
countries are gathered. I am lucky that I could meet extraordinary ladies closely. I hope I can always 
learn from how they manage their personal, family, and career lifes in a balanced and beautiful way.  

I am indebted to Prof. dr. ir. S. Soegijoko for introducing me into this multidisciplinary field of 
BioMedical Engineering. His motivation to pursue higher study has been like an energy for me to keep 
going no matter how hard it is. I am also honoured that he never forgets to visit or contact me everytime 
he visits Europe to ensure that I am doing fine. Pak Soegi, saya mengucapkan banyak terima kasih.  

My gratitude is for Prof. dr. J. R. van Horn. His advice in the beginning of my PhD study have helped 
me in creating a good research plan. I am always impressed with his friendliness everytime he visits 
Indonesia together with Sylvia.  

I am thankful to Prof. dr. W. M. Molenaar for her warm hospitality with Bahasa Indonesia yang sangat 
bagus. I am surprisingly honoured when she offered me to teach Bahasa Indonesia in Volksuniversiteit. 
Even then I could not take it, I am grateful that I could have a last talk to her Bahasa teacher, Ibu Greet, 
who passed away due to cancer a week after my conversation with her.  

My special thanks to my officemates and paranymfen, Pawel and Marten. I am lucky that I have nice 
friends like them. Their understanding and helps have relieved my panics in facing any problems. I 
understand it must be difficult to share a room with someone from different culture. However, I know 
that they always do their best to make me comfortable. I do appreciate their empathy for that. I never 
forget that they finally adjusted the room temperature in the winter to my level that I believe it would 
not be convenient for them, but they did it for me. I am also happy that I can learn how to balance my 



emotional thinking from the way they think logically. I learn a lot from Pawel to response positively on 
every situation I have. I realize that it is more relieving than putting too much energy for nothing. From 
Marten I learned a lot about Dutch culture and language. His critical questions and corrections about 
many things have enriched my thoughts. Also to a special friend, Sandra, for her enormous helps on my 
problems. She always does her best to keep me unstressed even I believe that she is not less stressed than 
I am. I do really appreciate her big compassion to all her friends. I know that she is more than just 
happy when she sees her friends smiling. My thanks to my other roommates, Oana and Stefan. From 
Oana I learn about balancing between work and family. Her efforts to family has really impressed me. I 
do enjoy listening to her wise advices on every break in the middle of our hectic time. From Stefan I got 
a lot of solutions on medical statistics that I bet he has a great talent on it. I am lucky that I have the 
chance to taste nice Macedonian herbal tea that I never tasted before. My thanks to Ward. I always got a 
huge help in a brilliant way. His ideas seem to be never ending. I am happy that I have the chance to visit 
his house and run his airplane simulator and other games. I also honour his advices and helps when I 
visited his friendly city, Rotterdam. Then my thanks to Anita. Her cheerful face everytime she comes to 
our room is always brightening our busy days. I do appreciate Anita’s effort that she had to wake up in 
the early morning to help my experiment. My thanks also for Gerwin. I am happy that I have the chance 
to taste his delicious chocolate cake several times and I want to say one is never enough. Finally, I have 
the feeling that I must be the luckiest person who can experience this beautiful companion these years. I 
would never forget once they came one by one to my desk, talked, and expressed their big condolesence 
on my father’s loss and gave me enormous helps and supports afterwards. I feel like I am having a 

family. Thank you… dziękuję… bedankt… mulţumesc… Ви благодарам !!!  

I also express my thanks to staffs in artificial organ section; Reindert, Gu, and Wim. I am also thankful 
to the people in this section from the past, Prof. dr. H. K. Schutte, Wim Ament, Jan Svec, Qiu, Jamal, 
Aurora, and Nibu. My thanks for great moments, their supports, and knowledge that they have shared. 

It is also impossible to realize this study without helps from the students who worked in this project. I 
thank Thijs Boutkan for his design on the first version of the balancing plate, Srividya Kota for posture 
experiments with healthy volunteers, Esther Vredeveld for her cooperation on posture reproducibility 
study and designing the first version of the adjustable holder, and Annemarie Schrijver for collaboration 
in performing arm positioning and clinical studies with scoliotic patients. I enjoy the moments working 
with them all and feel enriched with this multicultural collaboration.  

Even these people are not directly working in the same research, they have put their best efforts to help 
my research. I express my thanks to Dionne, Esther (again), Charissa, Astri, Mira, Nina, Christin, Tita, 
and Anita for their time and helps to assist me during the measurement with patients and 3DUS tests. 
My thanks also to Das and Pawel (again) for their helps to be my models in this thesis. I am also happy 
to thank all students in 11th floor for the nice moments. To Tjeerd and Mircea for their supportive 
companion in room 1149. Special thanks to Angel for his big helps and supports on transforming some 
parts of Chapter 9 into LaTeX and layouting my files in the middle of my meshy time till late night. It 
looks much nicer finally. Gracias !!! 

My appreciation is presented to my Indonesian seniors in this department; Pak Didi, Pak Ketut, Pak 
Tri, Pak Iwan, Mbak Tita, Mbak Titik, and Pak Punto. Thank you for any attention, care, helps, and 
hospitality. I know that I will never be able to survive without helps from these people. Matur nuwun … 
terima kasih atas kebaikan semuanya. As I continued Pak Ketut’s work, he has a big contribution in my 
project. His previous studies have been my foundation on improving the framework that he proposed. I 
would especially thank him for his supports and suggestions in my study. I also specially thank Mbak 
Titik. Her patience and attention make me feel like I have a really nice sister. I feel lucky that I have an 
extraordinary friend like her.  

I also express my deep thanks to a special friend, Mira, for always sharing me her happiness these four 
years together. I believe that not only our similar names that bring chemistry between us, but it is also 
because of sincerity in keeping this friendship alive. Even at times we show up our different characters, I 
have a strong feeling that those differences are always harmonizing each other. I also thank Mira’s 
parents for always treating me like their daughter. All these have reminded me about my own parents. 
My gratitude to Eliza for her heartful friendship. Her enormous helps in the beginning of my life here 
has melted my heart about the beauty of sisterhood no matter where we come from. My thanks to my 
dear friend, Wani, for our great friendship. Her deep understanding about my character has always made 
me feel comfortable being with her. I am honoured that I could be present in the birth of the two baby 



boys of Wani and Yusof. I especially thank Fatma for her sympathetic friendship. I deeply appreciate 
her sincere helps for me anytime I need her. With her, I also feel I always get positive energy to cheer up 
and face the challenges to pick up a bright future. Keep going lady !!! … I also thank Amani for her nice 
friendship and great moments we have made together. I thank Rohani for her wonderful friendship. I 
am completely proud of her optimisms in facing any challenges cheerfully. Her persistence must have 
been a great example for her family and friends. I specially thank Hanke for her sweet sisterhood. I never 
forget her kindness for giving me her room to stay while searching for a place. My deep thanks to Puri. 
Her cheerful and easy going character is always relaxing my serious feeling. I thank to Nina for her 
trustful friendship. I really miss exciting moments we shared together, especially with delicious foods. I 
think we both have the same naga ;-). My appreciation to my lunch mate, Christin, for her nice 
companion and ‘funny fights’. I also owe my debt to her for teaching me cooking properly. I am also 
owing a favor for her ‘motivation’ to sport which brought me to find my own leisure time in a healthy 
way. My super thanks to EeSoo for her sweet friendship. I enjoy our fruitful discussions everytime we 
meet. Her passion to work hard inspires me to do the same. I wish we can always radiate our positive 
energy each other. My thanks to Nishath and Monire for cheering me up with their powerful smiles. As 
ladies next door, we should have nice moments together, but most of the time I have an annoying reason: 
busy !!! … but I think we can have free time afterwards ! 

I remarkably thank Wisnu, Yuli, and Joshua, my great neighbors and friends ‘from the same boat’. I am 
indebted for their hospitality to keep me nutriciously survive with Yuli’s good foods. I and my family 
especially thank Wisnu for his helps when I had emergency situation. I also thank Mbak Dina for her 
attention these years. I do enjoy her inspiring discussions. I am also grateful to Astri for her enormous 
helps since a very long time a go. I do appreciate her supports and advices everytime I need. I thank 
Desiree for her hospitality thus far. From her I heard about scholarship information which then brought 
me here. Then, my thanks to Maya and family for their motivation and support. I will never forget the 
moments when they accommodated me to Yogyakarta for an interview with my professor. My gratitude 
to Lanny for her nice friendship who always gives me a hand when I need.  

I also thank all Indonesian friends; Riandini, Nunu, Budi and Nida, Hendi, Adhi and Sista, Hafidz, 
Pandji and Faizah, Alia, Yota, Tita Alissa, Ono, Okta, Neng, Adit, Shinta, Bu Ita, Bu Tjitjik, Bu Pratiwi, 
Bu Lia and Pak Surahyo, Teh Nisa and Kang Nandang, and many others. I thank for their hospitality 
and kindness.  

I sincerely thank people from Image Processing Research Group and Biomedical Engineering Program 
STEI-ITB for their friendship, helps, and supports these years.  

Even these people are not specifically contributing in this thesis, they have a huge contribution in 
cheering up my days and keeping my spirit up high. My gratitude to Foreign Guest Club-RuG organizer 
and friends for refreshing me with their uitstekende activiteiten these 4 years. From this society I meet 
nice people from all over the world, learn about multiculture and heritage, relieve my homesick and 
difficult times, and finally … feel home. My special thanks to Prof. dr. A. J. M. Schoot Uiterkamp and 
Marian. I really enjoy our discussion these years. Their stories about living abroad have relieved my 
worries about new challenges. Their introduction about museum and history has attracted my interests 
and made me addicted to explore museums and historical buildings afterwards. My thanks also to the 
teachers (Jeanette, Rob, Mieke, Rudy, and Jeffry) and all friends in the Balance class-HealthCity 
Groningen. I do really enjoy experiencing peaceful poses that they present. Those have released my 
stiffness and tension in a flexible and smooth way. From this class, I do not only get relaxation benefits, 
but also a breathing improvement which allows energetic fresh air passes freely through my alveoli. With 
them, I also see and feel the warmth of local people through my own eyes.  

My deep thanks to Pors family (Eta, Rick, Alyssa, Jesse) and Tante Hasna for their hospitality, 
enormous helps, and great moments they share with me. My best gratitude also to Tante Sylvia and 
Oom Rudi (also Priscilla again), Tante Pantja and Oom Basuki, Jeanne and Douwe (with their 4 
angels), Tante Yopi, Tante Elief and family, for their hospitality, extraordinary helps, and special care to 
me. I don’t know how I could solve my problems without them. I feel like I have family even I am far 
from home.  

My special thanks also for Logam family in Bandung (Mbak Sri, Pak Giarto, Andri and Gina, Ari and 
Sabri, and Tiko) and Banyumanik family in Semarang (Mbak Esti, Mas Fathur, Ibnu, and Afit) for their 
unconditional supports and helps to me and my family.  



To adekku tersayang, Hardono Dwi Wicaksono. It is indeed very hard to be apart thousand miles away 
for a long time. However, this decision was made because I want to present my best love to you in a 
much deeper, stronger, and meaningful way. All difficulties you have passed without me on your side 
have been really a heartful quake in my deep inside. I believe we both have learned and accepted about 
all unexpected things in open heart and we now can see what had been passed with new eyes, bright 
hopes, and recharged energy. I always keep my faith that behind every single difficulty and endurance, 
there is always another moment with more ease, relief, and beauty. I am happy to see you as a young 
energetic person with full of dreams, love, strength, persistence, and responsibility. Adek, I am really 
proud of you ! 

Kepada mama kami tercinta, Yoeni Hartiningsih yang telah menyambungkan kasih sayang keibuan 
kepada kami. Tidak ada ungkapan paling indah yang bisa saya persembahkan selain cinta saya. 
Pengorbanan mama dalam kehidupan kami tak akan pernah bisa saya balas dengan apapun. Semoga 
mama senantiasa dikaruniai segala kemuliaan, cinta, barakah, kebahagiaan, kesehatan, dan anugerah 
terbaikNya.  

To my beloved parents, Sidiq Nizami and Sutarti. Eventhough I present an ocean of love to you both, it 
would never be enough to exceed your pure love to me. I am proud to be yours. For you are my reason, I 
can pass all this crisis, stand up straight, and see the future with full of dreams. I believe it is a part of 
‘His’ beautiful plans to make us become a special family. May Allah Allow us to meet you both someday 
to relieve our missing feeling these years. May Allah always Shower you with a much bigger love than 
the love that you have given to us, and Place you in the best place of ‘His’ paradise.  

Finally, this beautiful journey would not be possible without the attachment of the greatest Sponsor, the 
best Protector, the most wonderful travel Organizer and Guide of the journey of my life, the Producer 
of the purest love, grace, and mercy, Allah ‘azza wa jalla, the Mighty and the Majestic. ‘He’ is the one 
who has made the ice of the north part of the world become warm in my heart. I found a piece of myself 
in one of the ice crystals which melts to welcome the bright sunshine.  
 
 
 
 

A llah is the light of the heavens and the earth. The parable of H is L ight is as if there w ere a N iche 

and w ithin  it a  L am p. The L am p enclosed in  G lass. The glass is as it w ere a brilliant star. 

L it from  a blessed Tree, an O live, neither of the E ast nor of the W est, w hose oil is w ell-n igh lum inous 

tough fire scarce touched it. L ight upon L ight ! A llah doth guide w hom  H e w ill to H is L ight. 

A llah doth set forth parables for m ankind, and A llah doth know  all things. 

(A n-N ur : 35) 

 
 
 
 
 

 

  
… is ready to take off for another beautiful journey of life … 

 
 

Shanti 


